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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS and DISCUSSIONS

This chapter presents the answer of the statement of the problem
before. This chapter contains analysis that contains the data finding and
discussions. The writer will present the data and after presenting data, the
writer will analyze the data that has been presenting previously.
This analysis will begin by presenting the findings table of
research. The writer has been looking for swear words contained in the
Four Brothers movie. Findings table will show all kinds of swear words
used in all of the characters in the Four Brothers movie. There are many
kinds of swear words. As has been explained in the chapter two, there are
seven kinds of swear words, such as mother in law, animal term, sex term,
death term, excretions term, body function term, and religion term.
This table displays the number calculate the kinds of swear words
that uses by all the characters in the Four Brothers movie. The writer
makes the table with percentage of the data. The formulate is total number
of words multiplied 100 divided total of the words in the Four Brothers
movie. With that formulate we can gets the percentage of every kinds of
swear words.
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Categories of swear words

Mother in law

Swear Word

Number

B*tch

22

Whore

2

Motherf*cker

10

dog

15

Animal terms

%

9%

7.1%

Sex terms

bullsh*t

12

F*ck

115

H*ll

31

Death terms

30.3%

12.2%
D*mn

15

Sh*t

83

Excretion

21.9%

Body function

Piss

-

Asshole

1

Cunts

-

Tits

1

Cock

2

Ass

54

Godd*mn

12

Jeez/Jesus

4

Religious terms

15.3%

4.2%

Total

379

100%

from the table above, the swear words which are often used in the film
is in the category Sex terms with 30.3%, and the second highest percentage is
Excretion with 22.2%, third is Body function, 15.3%s. Death term with 12,2%
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is the fourth. Fifth is Mother in law with 9%. Sixth is an Animal term 7.1%.
For the last is Religious Matters by, 4.2%.

4.1 Kinds of Swear Words in the Four Brothers movie
In this section, the writer presents the conversation that is related to
the kinds of swear words in four brothers movie as well as the analysis.
4.1.1 The Swear Words in Sex Terms (30.3%)
This term is related to sexual activities. The word as the
example of this term is “f*ck”. But in this Four Brothers movie
the words “f*ck” are not used as the real meaning. According to
Munier (2010:138) F*ck is arguably the most versatile and
functional obscenity in the English language. So, there are many
meanings to interpret the word “f*ck”. The word f*ck is the base
word, and this word has many forms. In line with Munier,
Johnson (1995:10) says F*ck is mother of the word. As described
by Munier in his book there are many forms of the word f*ck.
For example: “f*ck up”, “F*cking”,”f*ck off” and “f*ck you”.
The discussion as follow:
1. (00:02:31) Conversation in the Samir’s shop
Sammir
: Please! Take it. Please. –
Goatee
: Shut up, man. Come on.
Sammir
: l want no trouble.
Goatee
: Shut the “f*ck up”.
From conversation above, the purpose Goatee says “f*ck
up is to make Samir silent. The meaning “f*ck up” here is a
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mouth of Samir. Because according to goatee, Samir talks to
much.
2. (00:09:26) Conversation in the Jerry house at garden
Lt Green : Yeah, be easy, Bobby. We got these punks.
Kid playing basketball across the street,
witnessed two gangbangers running in there,
shooting up the place-Bobby :
Come on, Green. l used to make a good living
around here because cops like you guys couldn't
find tits in a strip joint. Why don't you come
inside, have some coffee and some doughnuts
and then take your boy and get the “f*ck” out of
here, okay? Come on.
Lt Green : Charming guy.
In this conversation, Bobby and Lt Green are on the Jerry
garden. Lt Green told Bobby how incidents happened to his
mother. But Bobby feels inconvenient with the cop that comes to
Jerry house. The word “F*ck” here is to express his feeling if he
feels not comfortable with the cops that come to Jerry house. So
the police can go out from Jerry house.

3. (00:15:10) Conversation in the living room
Bobby
: She wasn't your girl as of yesterday, man. She
had another man. So I'm confused.
Angel
: What are you talking about, man? She is my
girl!
Jerry
: He's right!
Bobby
: Let's just play some “f*cking” Turkey Cup,
man. How about that?
This conversation shows that Bobby is a little angry to
Angel, because Angel brings his girlfriend to Mrs. Evelyn’s
house, so his girlfriend lives in Mrs. Evelyn’s house. Bobby is
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angry with this condition and he says swearing “f*ck” to change
the conversation about.
4. (00:19:00) Conversation in the dining room
Bobby
: To h*ll with this, man. Let's go get a pickup
game. l wanna see some quick sticks and some
tight passing.
Angel
: It's too cold, man. I ain't come all the way back
out here to go play no hockey.
Bobby
: Come on, ladies, let's show these guys some
“f*cking” skills!
Word “F*ck” here is to express enthusiasm of Bobby to
play hockey to show the great skill, it is not only Bobby but also
with his brother.

5. (00:21:34) Conversation lawyer office
Bobby : That'll look good on you.
Jack : Whatever, man. You're f*cking with me.
Jerry : Quit crying.
Come on, l got something to show y'all.
In this scene the conversations is in the Mr. Bradford
office. Bobby gives the money to Angel and Jerry, but Jack only
gets her mother's pearl necklace. Jack feels a little jealous to his
brother by using swear word because he only gets the necklace.
The word “f*cking” means a joke because Bobby only gives
necklace to Jack.
6. (00:25:57) Conversation in the old building
Angel : Everybody put your f*cking hands up!
Bobby : Detroit Police! I wanna see your f*cking hands in
the air!
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The word “f*ck” used by Angel is to make people in the
old building take order from Angel that he wants them to hand up
and doing nothing. Bobby repeats Angel commands and also
uses swearing to people, because the people do not follow
Angel’s command.
7. (00:26:00) Conversation in the old building
Bobby
: F*ck you.
Angel
: Sit the f*ck down.
In this conversation Bobby and Angel use swear words in
their utterances to make people in the old building feel afraid
with Bobby and Angel. Bobby and Angel are angry with people
here, because people in old building do not follow Bobby and
Angel’s command.

8. (00:26:06) Conversation in the old building
Bobby : Don't f*cking move
Angel : Sit down
The word “f*cking” used by Bobby is for informant that
wants to moves from his place but Bobby forbids the informant
to make a move from his place by using swear word.

9. (00:26:58) Conversation in the old building
Bobby
: Okay, tough guy. Hey! Now is the talking part.
You better start saying what the f*ck I wanna
hear. Speak.
Informant : Man, that sh*t was counterfeit as a
motherf*cker, man. Ain't no body playing, no
basketball when that sh*t went down, okay?
Why you think cops ain't arrest nobody?
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The word “f*ck” means information. In this scene Bobby
talks to informant and ask about accident that happens in the
market near basketball court.
10. (00:27:45) Conversation in front of basketball court
Bobby : lt's 10:02 and these f*cking lights are still on.
Angel : I know you know who did this, homeboy.
The word “f*cking” used by Bobby refers to the lamp. In
this scene Bobby looks angry with the informant that gives
untruthful information to Bobby.
11. (00:28:00) Conversation in front of basketball court
Informant : Look, look, look. Look. (Toward to the lamp)
Bobby
: You're f*cking lucky.
Informant : Told you. Man, y'all fools been played. Get off
of me, man! Y'all don't even know who you
messing with, man. Questioning me about the
lights being off and all that.
Angel
: Why don't you shut the f*ck up, man? You talk
too much
In this scene the word “f*cking” used by Bobby is to
indicate that informant is very lucky boy because Bobby
canceled beating up the informant because the lamp has been off.
The word “f*ck up” used by Angel is to indicate to informant’s
mouth because the informant talks too much to Angel.

12. (00:37:29) Conversation in the Damien apartment
Bobby
: Angel! Angel! Get this f*cking dog off my leg!
Sh*t! There's a dog trying to eat me, man! Help
me, man.
Angel
: Hold on!
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The word “f*cking” used by Bobby refers to dogs. This
word used by Bobby is to express his angry to dogs that bit
Bobby’s leg.

13. (00:38:22) conversation in the living room Damien house
Angel : Think he dead?
Bobby : No, he ain't dead. He's just “f*cked up”. Let's go talk
to him now.
In this scene Damian is dropped by Bobby from the
sixth floor to the first floor. The word “f*cked up” used by
Bobby means Damian is just injured. Damian does not die.

14. (00:39:40) Conversation on the street
Jack : (looks at Damian)
Angel : Turn around, dick lips! –
Bobby : What the f*ck you looking at?
The word “f*ck” used by Bobby means to forbid Jack
to look at Damian’s condition.
15. (00:40:17) Conversation in the bar
Jack : Right there. The guy with the Goatee.
Bobby : I see. Put your f*cking hand down.
In this scene Bobby, Angel, and Jack are looking for
Goatee who killed their mother. At the time Jack sees Goatee
sit in front of bartender and Jack raises his hand to Goatee. The
word “f*cking” used by Bobby means to forbids Jack because
Goatee runs away from Bobby, Angel and Jack after he knows
they find him.
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16. (00:41:04) Conversation on the way
Angel : Punch it, Bobby! Punch it! –
Bobby : l got no traction! I'm sliding all over the f*cking
street!
The word “f*cking” in this conversations means
Bobby is fed up with the street that is very slick. It makes
Bobby hard to ride the car very well.
17. (00:57:25) Conversation in front of Mr. Bradford’s
Bobby
: You heard me, old man. You f*cking lied to
me. You said you didn't even know my mother.
You were the last person to see her alive. Look
at that, Jerry. lt leaves a nice big red handprint,
huh?
Jerry
: Just ask him the question.
Bobby
: No, I'm gonna do it again and again until l find
out what l wanna know.
Mr. Bradford : Oh, God!
Angel
: Tell him!
Mr. Bradford: Okay. Okay, l'll explain.
In this conversation, Bobby gets annoyed by Mr.
Bradford because Mr. Bradford lies to Bobby about the
relationship with his mother. The word “f*cking” is to express
Bobby’s anger.
18. (01:05:32) Conversation in the bowling place
Bobby
: You wanna play that f*cking game with me
right now?
Evan
: Y'all gonna do this here?
Bobby
: Right here. Right now.
In this scene Evan has received the money from Jerry
but Bobby knows what happens to them, he looks from distant
place. After Jerry gives his money, he leaves Evan and after
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that Bobby comes close to Evan. Bobby wants Evan give back
Jerry’s money. Evan does not want to give the money. Bobby
shows his gun to Evan to indicate he wants to shot him. Word
“f*ck” means fight.

19. (01:08:45) Conversation In front of jerry house
Angel : Let me just call him.
Bobby : He thinks I am an idiot. He thinks l do not know
what the f*ck is going on.
The word “f*ck” uses by Bobby is to express his anger
to Jerry because Jerry lies to Bobby. The means of “f*ck”
refers to something that Jerry hides from Bobby.

20. (01:09:40) Conversation In the Evelyn’s house
Jerry : What?
Angel : You know what you did.
Jerry : No! You don't know who you f*cking with!
Where's Bobby?
In this conversation, Angel shows Jerry’s money that he
gives to Evans. Jerry is dejected to Angel because Angel does
not know about his purpose with Evans.
21. (01:09:51) Conversation in living room Evelyn’s house
Jerry
: What the “f*ck” is wrong with you?
Bobby
: lf you had something to do with what
happened, l swear to God, Jerry, I'm gonna kill
you right here and now!
In this scene Bobby is angry to Jerry because Bobby
assumes Jerry as the mastermind of his mother’s pestilent.
Bobby hits Jerry and Jerry is shocked with this moment. The
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word “f*ck” used by Jerry is to express his shock because
Bobby hits him.

22. (01:15:27) conversation in front of Evelyn house
Bobby
: Don't you die on me, you little fairy. Come on,
Jack. Please! You gotta f*cking breathe! Come
on! Jack! Jack. Jack, come on, Jack, please!
Please.. Jack.
In this scene, Bobby expresses his sadness about Jack’s
conditions, because jack will die after he is shot by Victor
sweet gangs.
4.1.2 Excretion terms (21.9%)
For this term, the examples are “sh*t” and “p*ss” words.
Those words are not used as the real meaning. Those words are
related to human excretory. According to Hughes, (2006:432) the
words “sh*t” and “p*ss” is to be use to express insult, annoyance,
and contempt. In this movie the writer just found word “shit” in this
movie. The discussion as follow:
1. (00:14:59) Conversation at living room in Mrs. Evelyn’s house
Angel : So it's your house?
Bobby : This ain't no homeless shelter.
Angel : You not running sh*t, Bobby! You not!
The word “sh*t” used by Angel is related to running
and the meaning is like a control. This is Angel expression that
he is angry to Bobby who forbids his girlfriend to live in Mrs.
Evelyn’s house.
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2. (00:07:04) Conversation in front of a door, in Jerry house
Jerry
: Do you remember when l built that tree house, and
you burned the “sh*t” down?
Bobby : Come on, man.
The word sh*t means objection, in this scene Jerry tells
Bobby mercer about his story in the past, Jerry feels objected,
because Bobby Mercer burns his tree house.

3. (00:14:08) Conversation in the jack bed room
Bobby : You're full of sh*t, man. You can smell that ass
from down the street, huh?
Angel : What are you talking about?
The word “sh*t” used by Bobby means that what Angel
is talking about is a nonsense. Angel lies to Bobby, because he
wants to meet his girlfriends.
4. (00:23:48) Conversation in the bar
Jerry
: Same old Bobby.Mama always said, ''As bright as
Bobby is, he just does not like to think.'' Ain't no
good gonna come from this. Let the police do their
d*mn job.
Bobby : Stop with the police. Half the cops in this town are
crooked. You think the other half give two sh*ts
about another liquor-store holdup?
The word “sh*ts” used by Bobby to say to Jerry
indicates robber that he kills his mother.

5. (00:33:42) Conversation in the hall
Bobby : What's his name, Keenon?
Angel
: Damian. He's my brother.
Bobby : He's your brother? No sh*t. These are my brothers.
Keenon : No, dog. He's my real brother.
Bobby : Yeah, these are my real brothers. This is Angel, l'm
Bobby. This is Jack and Jeremiah. So, what about
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you and Damian? You guys still close? Does he live
at home with you?
The word “sh*t” used by Bobby indicates to
Keenon that he does not believe Keenon if Keenon is Damian’s
brother.
6. (00:36:11) Conversation on the Damian apartment
Bobby : Yo, Damian! You Damian?
Angel
: Why are you pulling out guns and sh*t, dog?
The word “sh*t” used by Angel means that Bobby is
pointing the gun to Damian. It makes Damian run away from
Bobby, Angel, and Jack.

7. (00:37:11) Conversation in apartment of Damian
Bobby : Oh, sh*t!
Damian : Yo, don't shoot my dog, man!
They got him! That's right!
In this scene Bobby is shocked, because Damian takes
off his dog to attack Bobby and Bobby express his shock by
saying “sh*t”.

8. (00:37:32) Conversation in front of Damian door apartment
Bobby : Angel! Angel! Get this f*cking dog off my leg!
Sh*t! There's a dog trying to eat me, man! Help me,
man.
Angel
: Hold on!
The word “sh*t” used by Bobby to express his pains
because his leg is bitten by Damian’s dogs.
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9. (00:41:18) Conversation on the way
Bobby : Sh*t!, Sh*t! I scraped the whole side of my f*cking
car!
Jack
: Get these guys before you kill us!
In this scene Bobby rides his car and crashes it with
other car parked on the road side. The word “sh*t” used by
Bobby is to express his anger.

10. (00:41:33) Conversation on the car
Bobby : Sh*t! Where the h*ll's that shotgun, Jack?
Jack
: There’s no shell. –
Bobby : They're in the trunk.
Jack
: What the h*ll am l--? –
Bobby : Sit down and shut up!. Angel, stick that cannon out
the window and bust some shots!
In this scene Bobby was shot by Stanley. The word
“sh*t” used by Bobby is to express his shocked because of
shots by Stanley in the road.

11. (00: 55:12) Conversation in the dining room
Bobby : Hey, Sofi, why don't you do me a favor and clean
up some of this sh*t? Make yourself useful.
You missed.
In this scene Bobby talks to Sofi and he wants sofi
clean up the dirty stuff. Word “sh*t” interpreted as impurities
contained the table.

12. (00:59:31) Conversation in the bathroom at the Evelyn house
Angel
: I need y'all to go down and visit this city official
named Douglas. He'll know who Jerry got mixed up
with. l'm gonna go check on some other sh*t.
Bobby : What are you talking about? Why don't you just tell
me what you know, Angel?
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Word “sh*t” used by Angel indicates to the
someplace that Jerry wants to visit this place.

4.1.3 Body function term
In this discussion, the writer will explain about the swear
word in Body function term. The examples of body function term
are like “asshole”, “ass”, “tits”, and “cock”. The discussion as
follow:
1. (00:10:20) Conversation at the living room in Mrs. Evelyn’s
house
Angel
: Y'all ain't right leaving me out here in the cold like
this.
Bobby
:Yo, little brother! You ”assh*le”!
Jerry
; you ought to be ashamed!
Angel
; l missed my plane
In this scene, an assh*le shows resentment Bobby to
Angel, because he comes late in his mother's funeral because
Angel does not get a plane and because of that, Angel can not
be on time.
2. (00:15:59) Conversation at the tv room in Mrs. Evelyn’s house
Jerry
: Try it one more time.
Angel
; What you gonna do?
Jerry
; You'll see.
Angel
: “Big-ass” teeth. Bite me?
Bobby
: You do got some “big-ass” teeth, Jerry.
In this conversation, Angel tricks Jerry by throwing
small objects towards Jerry repeatedly and Jerry does not like
Angel’s treatment to him. And Angel says “Big-ass” teeth. Its
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means Angel mocks jerry by saying “Big-ass” teeth, that
means Jerry’s teeth are very big and he asks jerry whether he
would bite him.
3. (00:20:22) Conversation in the Mr. Bradford office
Jack
: How much do we get?
Jerry
: Come on, man.
Mr. Bradford
: Excuse me.
Angel
: Stupid-ass Jack, what's wrong with you?
In this scene four brothers come to lawyer. Mr.
Bradford is the lawyer here. Mr. Bradford conveys the message
that he receives from Mrs. Evelyn. Jack asks to Mr. Bradford
how many money that he get. And Angel says swear words by
saying “stupid-*ss that explains that Jack is very impolite to
Mr. Bradford and the means jack is very stupid to ask this
questions to Mrs. Bradford.

4. (00:23:07) Conversation in the bar
Bobby : Jack licks ass crack and ball sack.
Jack
: Jack doesn't lick ass crack and ball sack! Jack likes
boobs. Jack got fans. Jack's got lots of fans.
In this scene the four bothers are drunk in the bar. The
word “ass” used by Bobby and jack is a real meaning of this
word. It is just to make a joke.

5. (00:26:14) Conversation in the old building
Informant: Yo, what the h*ll y'all want? Y'all ain't no cops.
What the h*ll you doing here?
Bobby : You're gonna wish l was the police when I'm done
with your ass. No, no, no, no, no. This is not the
talking part, okay? This is the listening part, so shut
your mouth.
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The word “ass” used by Bobby is a real meaning of this
word.

6. (00:26:38) Conversation in the old building
Bobby
: I know you're not gonna tell me what l wanna
know, so I'm gonna light your little b*tch ass on
fire. Then I'm gonna watch you run around here like
a chicken with his head cut off, lighting all your
little friends on fire. Is that what you want?
Angel
: Which one of your boys shot up the liquor store on
104th Street? The police got witnesses, bra. Don't
even hit us with no bullsh*t.
Bobby uses “ass” as a real meaning. It is to make the
informant afraid so that gives the information.

7. (01:01:34) Conversation in the parking area
Bobby : Councilman! Now l gotta light your ass on fire! All
l wanted was a name! You're gonna make me turn
your ass into the black gingerbread man now! lt's all
right. l'll have my little brother here suck your
burning dick. Give me the f*cking cigarette. Roll
down the window.
Douglas : Victor. Victor Sweet.
The word “ass” and dick” used by Bobby has a real
meaning. Bobby wants to burn Douglas but it is just for make
Douglas afraid and gives the information.

4.1.4 Mother in Law
In these discussions, the writer finds swear words in mother
in law. The examples of these terms are “b*tch”, “motherf*cker”,
and “whore”. The discussions are as follow:
1. (00:24:17) Conversation in a bar
Bobby : why are you acting like such a “b*tch”, Jerry?
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Jerry
Angel
Jerry

: Okay. So, what, y'all just gonna shoot up the whole
town. Because y'all mad?
: Why not?
: Come on, man!
The word “B*tch” used by Bobby refers to Jerry

feels. Jerry is afraid to explore the case of his mother’s death
because his brothers want to know who had killed his mother
and will take revenge. Jerry disagrees with what is being
planned by his brothers and he left the club that night.
2. (00:50:31) Conversation in the Evelyn’s house at living room
Bobby
: What “b*stard” hired these guys? - West Marine's
by the river, right?
Angel
: Yeah.
In this scene Bobby sees Stanly’s insigne. Bobby
says “b*stard” for calling who hired Stanly to kills his mother.

3. (00:27:45) Conversation in the basketball court
Bobby : Its 10:02 and these f*cking lights are still on.
Angel
: I know you know who did this, homeboy.
Bobby : This is bullsh*t. Let's pop this motherf*cker right
now.
The word “motherf*cker” used by Bobby invites Angel
to drubbed the informant that give wrong information. This
word refers to informant.
4. (01:16:13) Conversation in front of Mrs. Evelyn’s house
Bobby
: Who sent you? Victor Sweet?
Victor’s gang
: Yeah. Yeah, it was Sweet. Thank God.
Bobby
: Thank God? He killed my mother and my
little brother, you “motherf*cker”! Thank
Victor Sweet.
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In this scene Bobby is very emotional, he feels sad and
angry. He is sad because Jack had been passed away and angry
to who kills his brothers. The word “motherf*cker” means for
the one who kills Jack.

5. (01:3s8:23) Conversation in the field
Victor
: F*cker!
Bobby
: Hey, get up, “b*tch!” Get up!
“Motherf*ck!”
In this scene Bobby fights with Victor. The word “b*tch
and motherf*cker are to call Victor that does not get up.
6. (00:32:00) Conversation inn the basketball court
Referee : l don't know what the h*ll you think you're doing,
but you better get the h*ll out of here, friend.
Bobby : I'd love to, friend, but l can't.
Yeah! l got the rock now! l got this “motherf*cker”
now!
This word “motherf*cker” used by Bobby refers to
basketball’s game that he handles because he wants to ask
audience to look for who killed his mother.

7. (00:41:45) Conversation in the car
Angel
: I'm gonna put one in the back of their heads!
Bobby : Shoot those sons of “b*tches”, Angel! Get them!
Shoot that “motherf*cker”!
There are two words that contain this term. The two
words are “b*tches” and “motherf*cker”. This scene tells
Angel, Bobby and Jack who give case to Goatee that kills Mrs.
Evelyn.

The word

“b*tches” and

“motherf*cker” are

expressions of Bobby’s anger to Goatee who had killed his
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mother. The means of these words is a real meaning to insults
Goatee with his anger.
8. (01:11:26) Conversation in front of Mrs. Evelyn’s house
Masked man
: Your mother was a whore!
Jack
: Hey, f*ck you, man! l will kick your—
The word “whore” used by masked man is a real
meaning and the purpose of masked man says “whore” is to
humiliate Jack’s mother who has died.

4.1.5 Death term
The examples of death term are “d*mn” and “h*ll”.
Sometimes these words are not used as a real meaning. These
words are related to make interlocutors afraid by saying these
words. The discussions are as follow:
1. (00:01:14) Conversation in the Samir’s shop
Darnell
: But it's just some “d*mn” candy. I doesn’t
wanna go to jail.
Mrs. Evelyn
: Well, you can probably get away with
stealing sometimes, Darnell, but, you
know, sooner or later you're gonna get
caught.ls that the way you wanna lead
your life, huh?
The word “d*mn” used by Darnell refers to the candy.
It means the candy is just a cheap candy. Therefore he wants to
steals the candy from Samir’s shop.

2. (00:16:19) Conversation in the television room
Angel
: What the “h*ll” you doing?
Jeremiah
; Come on, boy.
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Bobby mercer

: The Gorgeous Black Ladies of Wrestling,
Nitro and Midnight. Nitro got Midnight in a
headlock. Get him! Get him, Jerry! Midnight
trying to get up, but Nitro's on him!

In this scene the word “h*ll” used by Angel is to
express his anger to Jeremiah because he hits his head, and they
fight at the time, but the incident is only a joke.

3. (00:22:15) Conversation in the empty building
Bobby : This sh*thole gives the term ''Motor City
Breakdown'' a whole new meaning, Jerry. How the
“h*ll” you gonna pay for all this?
Jerry
: Government redevelopment loan. Easy to qualify.
Low interest rates. Y'all stick around, l might give
y'all ass a job.
The word “h*ll” used by Bobby refers to Jerry’s way to
pay the big building.

4.

(00:41:34) Conversation on the car
: Where the h*ll's that shotgun, Jack?
: There’s no sh*ll. –
: They're in the trunk.
: What the h*ll am I--? –
: Sit down and shut up! Angel, stick that cannon out
the window and bust some shots!

Bobby
Jack
Bobby
Jack
Bobby

The word “h*ll” used by Bobby refers to shotgun in
Jack. Other word “h*ll” used by Jack refers to himself. He
thinks he is troublesome because he does not reload the
shotgun.
5. (00:55:40) Conversation at dining room in Mrs. Evelyn’s
house
Bobby : Where the “h*ll” you been? I have been trying to
call you all day.
Angel
: Following up new leads.
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The word “h*ll” used by Bobby means that Bobby tries
to find Angel all day. It is Bobby’s annoyed expression.

6.
Ellis
Bobby

(01:39:16) Conversation in the police office
: Sit him down.
: D*mn! You girls are trying to kill me!
This scene Bobby says “d*mn” to the police because he

feels painful because the police hits Bobby. “D*mn” indicates
Bobby’s pain.

4.1.6 Animal terms
In this section the words with animal term are: “bullsh*t”
and “dog”. It is sometimes not used as a real meaning. According
to Hughes (2006:137) this term is to be use to express insult
someone. The discussion as follow:
1. (00:01:26) Conversation in Samir’s shop
Mrs. Evelyn
: l happens to believe, that you're worth
more. But you gotta believe it, Darnell.
Darnell
: l hears you, Miss Evelyn.
Mrs. Evelyn
: Are you “b*llsh*tting” me?
Darnell
: No, mam.
Mrs. Evelyn says bullsh*tting as a pronoun of
deceive. Mrs. Evelyn used that word because she wants Darnell
not to make a trick to put the candy and she wants this event
does not happen again, and Darniel is afraid about a threat from
Mrs. Evelyn.
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2. (00:14:54) Conversation in the living room
Bobby : Loco Ono is not staying in this house!
Angel
: “Bullsh*t”, Bobby!
Bobby : I don't care! La Vida Loca ain't staying in this house
one more night. So get her stuff
This scene shows the anger of Angel, because Bobby
forbids Angel’s girlfriend to live in the Mrs. Evelyn house. But
Angel thought this home is not Bobbie’s home. That is why
Angel is angry to Bobby and uses swear words to Bobby.
3.

(00:26:50) Conversation in the old building
Angel
: Which one of your boys shot up the liquor store on
104th Street? The police got witnesses, bra. Don't
even hit us with no “bullsh*t”
Bobby
: Okay, tough guy.
Hey! Now is the talking part. You better start saying
what the “f*ck” I wanna hear. Speak.
The word “bullsh*t” here means refer to lie. He wants
to truth answer from interlocutors.

4. (00:27:45) Conversation in front of basket ball field.
Bobby : lt's 10:02 and these f*cking lights are still on.
Angel
: I know you know who did this, homeboy.
Bobby : This is “bullsh*t”. Let's pop this motherf*cker right
now.
The explanation from informant is not valid after the
time passed 10:00. Informant says the lights will be off at
10:00. That is why Bobby says “bullsh*t”. The word “bullsh*t”
means nonsense.

5. (00:55:47) Conversation in the dining room
Bobby : Jerry, you coming with us? Don't you wanna find
out who hired them?
Angel
: Yeah, don't you wanna find out who killed Mom?
Jerry
: Of course l do, man. –
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: Let's go. Stop “bullsh*ting”. Come on.

Bobby

In this conversation Bobby says “bullsh*ting” for
stopping the conversation and lets go to find out who killed his
mom. The meaning of “bullsh*ting” here is the talk that is not
needed.

6. (00:36:11) Conversation in the Damian apartment
Bobby : Yo, Damian! You Damian?
Angel
: Why are you pulling out guns and “sh*t”, dog?
Here Angel is angry to Bobby, because Bobby puts his
gun and that makes Damian run. Damian does not know who is
Bobby and Angel. That is why Damian is running. Angel uses
word “dog” to Bobby because of Bobby’s stupidity.
7. (00:49:01) Conversation in the Victor’s restaurant
Victor : You hungry, Evan? You must be hungry, right?
Evan
: l'm sorry-- Victor : Don’t apologize!Dog’s gotta eat, right? L tell you
what, you wanna come in my restaurant and eat? Go
ahead! Eat, dog, eat! Get the f*ck out of my seat,
man! Eat! That’s a good boy. That’s a good boy.
The word “dog” used by Victor is to insult Evan who
just eats when Victor talks to him. The Word dog is a real
meaning. Victor is equating Evan with the dog who always eats
all the time.
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4.1.7 Religious Matters Term
In this section the writer’s findings of swear word in
Religious matters term. The example of this term is “godd*mn”.
The discussion as follow:
1.

(01:02:15) conversation in the car
Angel
: Godd*mn, Jerry.
The words “godd*mn” used by Angel means to express
his feeling that he is disappointed with Jerry. In this scene
Angel sees Jerry from the car. Jerry gets out from assurance
building. Jerry wants to get the assurance of his mother.

2. (00:28:47) Conversation in the Mrs. Evelyn’s house
Jack
: Why would anybody wanna kill the sweetest
woman in the godd*mn world?
Bobby : l don't know, Jackie. l don't know.
In this scene the word “godd*mn” used by Jack refers
to the world that is God’s world.
3. (01:33:06) Conversation in the empty field
Victor : Godd*mn it, l like the way you do business! You're
a reasonable man. You should have let me in on your
project. We could have been partners. Could have
been a sweet deal for both of us. Now it just a sweet
deal for me.
In this scene, Victor receives the money from Jerry to
make an agreement. The word “Godd*mn” used by Victor is to
express his feeling for receiving the money.
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4.2 The reason of Swearing
There are many reasons to use to swear words. As described in
chapter 2, there are seven reasons to pronoun swear words, such as pain
relief, power and control, non-violent retribution, humor, peer and social
bonding, self-expression, and psychological and physical health. The
writer will describe what the reasons of using swear words in the movie
“Four Brothers”.

4.2.1 Pain Relief
Pain relief is used to reduce the pain that one feels. In this
movie there is a reason to symbolize the pain and try to restrain the
pain by cursing. The conversation in this movie that is concerned with
this reason is:
(00:37:34) conversation in the Damian’s apartmsent
Bobby
: Angel! Angel! Get this f*cking dog off my leg!
“Sh*t”! There's a dog trying to eat me, man!
Help me, man.
Angel
: hold on!
In this scene Bobby is bitten by Damian’s dog. Bobby
feels painful because the dog bites Bobby’s leg.

4.2.2

Power and Control
The reason of this one is used to increase the confidence if we
are in a bad situation. This reason also shows our strength to fight, not
just being victimized who does not have the power.
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(00:27:17) Conversation in the old building
Informant : Because, b*tch, police said those people wasn't
killed till 11:00.
Bobby
: So what?
Informant : So they turn the court lights out at 10:00!
Bobby
: Let's go. Let's go.
Informant : Now, where we going, man? The f*ck y’all taking
me?
Bobby
: You little bastards need to stay in school.
Angel
: That's what you get for calling my brother a b*tch.
Jack
; l hope you all have a very nice evening.
In this scene there are so many swear words spoken by
informant, the reason he uses swear word is to describe that he is not
afraid with Bobby, Angel, and Jack.
4.2.3

Non-violent Retribution
The means of this reason is to be used to someone or something
that do crimes to the victim but the victims will fight back without
doing violence. The victim just says swear words to fight back the
crime to him.
(01:39:16) Conversation in the police office
Ellis
: Sit him down.
Bobby : D*mn! You girls are trying to kill me!
This scene Bobby says “d*mn” to the police because he
feels painful because the police hits Bobby. “D*mn” indicates
Bobby’s pain and he does not avenge to the police.

4.2.4

Humor
It means only for joke, This is one reason used by detractors to
make a mockery or a joke to interlocutors so that the atmosphere does
not become tense and turns into exciting conversation, because if this
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filthy words are used to peers will become more familiar atmosphere
when it is used in the same age. The discussions as follows:
1. (00:14:02) Conversation in Evelyn’s house at Jack’s bedroom
Angel
: lt's a little heavy in there. l'm gonna just go outside
and get me a little air.
Bobby
: You're full of sh*t, man. You can smell that “*ss”
from down the street, huh?
Angel
: What are you talking about?
This conversation is about Angel who wants to go to
find fresh air but Bobby knows that is just nonsense. Bobby
knows that Angel wants to meet his girlfriends but he is shy to
tell to Bobby because his girlfriend has affair with another man.
2. (0023:06) Conversation in the bar
Bobby : Jack licks ass crack and ball sack.
Jack
: Jack doesn't lick ass crack and ball sack! Jack likes
boobs. Jack got fans. Jack's got lots of fans.
In this scene the four bothers are drunk in the bar. The
word “ass” used by Bobby and jack is a real meaning of this
word and it is just for make a joke.

4.2.5

Peer and social bonding
The means of peer and social bonding reason is use in certain
groups, such as those used in gangs. Most of them use swear words.
Using swear words this certain group will look more intimate.
(00:05:25) Conversation in front of jerry house
Lt Green : Been a long time since anybody seen that face
around here.
Fowler
: Must've gotten off for good behavior.
Lt green : Not likely. That's Bobby Mercer. Heavyweight
champion f*ck-up of the family. And that's a well
defended title. Would've made his daddy proud if he
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Fowler
Lt green

had ever had one. l used to know him a little. Played
hockey with the boy. Got thrown out of 60 odd
games before the league had finally had enough of
him. They called him the Michigan Mauler.
: Who's the kid? –
:Oh, that's Jack. He's the youngest. First-class f*ckup, third-class rock star.

In this scene Lt Green tells Fowler about mercer family.
Lt Green and Fowler are policeman. In this conversation he
also uses swear words. This makes the conversation will be
more chummy with the same group.

4.2.6

Self-expressions
For this reasons it explains the swear words representatively of
ours feeling such as angry, sad, happy, sick, and etc.
1. (00:37:11) Conversation in apartment of Damian
Bobby : Oh, sh*t!
Damian : Yo, don't shoot my dog, man!
They got him! That's right!
In this scene Bobby is shocked, because Damian take
off his dog to attack Bobby and Bobby express his shocked by
saying “sh*t”.
2. (00:21:34) Conversation Mr. Bradford’s office
Bobby
: That'll look good on you.
Jack
: Whatever, man. You're f*cking with me.
Jerry
: Quit crying.
Come on, l got something to show y'all.
Jack feels a little jealous to his brother by using swear
word because he only gets the necklace. The word “f*cking”
means a joke because Bobby only gives necklace to Jack.
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3. (01:15:27) conversation in front of Mrs. Evelyn’s house
Bobby : Don't you die on me, you little fairy. Come on, Jack.
Please! You gotta f*cking breathe! Come on!
Jack! Jack. Jack, come on, Jack, please! Please.. Jack.
In this scene, Bobby expresses his sadness about Jack
conditions, because jack will die after he got the shots from
Victor sweet gangs

4. (01:33:06) Conversation in the empty field
Victor
: Godd*mn it, l like the way you do business! You're
a reasonable man. You should have let me in on your
project. We could have been partners. Could have
been a sweet deal for both of us. Now it just a sweet
deal for me.
In this scene, Victor receives the money from Jerry that
the money for make an agreement for a piece between Jerry’s
family and Victor’ gang. The word “Godd*mn” uses by Victor
is to express his happy feeling for receives the money from
Jerry.

